LABS

Welcome to Level One

Create
Create is the first Lab in a series of three intructables in the N+7 Project
If you haven’t already, download the PROIV Lab from the website
homepage and watch the Homepage video for a guide on installation and
the Developer Environment
Don’t forget to download the Lab Materials, next to the Create PDF

Introduction
To support this evaluation, we have based the learning around a simple and fun project
designed to illustrate basic functions such as rule creation, accessing data and extending the
rules engine in java. The project is a simple word based generator called:
The N+7 GENERATOR
A What+7 What?
N+7 means ‘Noun + 7’ and this is a writing rule!
Oulipo, a collection of French mathematicians and poets, invented several writing rules and
constraints designed to increase their ingenuity and creativity. Jean Lescure devised the
N+7 rule, by which all nouns in a body of existing text are replaced by the seventh noun that
follows it in the dictionary.
The purpose of the Generator is to take an entered body of text, access a list of English
nouns and perform this replacement.
This evaluation is focused on the ability to set up and create your function and rules.
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Creating a File Definition
Before we can create the rules that will form the Generator, a file
definition is required for the noun data.
If you need help installing PROIV, there
is a simple guide on the Downloads
page
Log in to PROIV using:
Username: SYS
Password: SYS

Your screen will look like this:

At the top menu of the
screen go to Developer
> New
> New File Definition

The Name File window will now appear
on the screen:

You need only fill in three fields –

PROIV will suggest PRO-ISAM
as your File Type Automatically.
This is the default
PROIV database.

Click OK to close

You are now given the option to
Edit:
Press Enter to interact
PROIV will suggest AK as
your Type.
Length relates to character
length
Set a safe maximum of 30

Click Create

When asked, click
Yes
to create the File
Click OK
Click OK to close.

Did it work?
Add your Noun List from the Lab Materials, to the location:
C:\Program Files\NorthgateArinso\PROIV Version 8\VirtualMachine\boots
If you are warned that this file already exists, you have done it correctly and
should overwrite the previous file.

Set Up the Function
We will now be creating the functionality for the N+7 Generator.

Beginning on the opening screen as
before:
At the top menu go to Developer
> New
> New Function

You will now be presented with a
window to Name the Function:

Fill these fields, as the
diagramFunction Name Lab1N7
Function Title
Lab1 N+7 – Replace Nouns
Selected Update as Function
Type
Your New Function will now
be on the screen as
DefaultCycle

Views
The current view will be Structure
This is useful for very large
functions and tracking the history
of changes –
Chose the Events View, this will
give the clearest visual while you
learn the basics.

Re-Naming
To rename a Cycle:
Double Click on the
DefaultCycle and in the pop up
windo, under the References
tab, cycles can be re-named.

We have chosen “ControlCycle”
to show that this cycle controls
order
of our rule you
execution.
Nextthe
to the
ControlCycle
will
notice small Paper Icons called
Event Points

These show the available areas for
input.
MORE
MORE

Writing the Rules
Enter the cycle and create the rules. There are two methods for rule
entry, we will show the first on page 1, 5 & 6, the second on page 10

Rule Entry - Method One

Next to the ControlCycle there will be
many Event Point icons

Click the first Event Point under
the column: Entry to the Cycle

The Logic window for the
ControlCycle will open.
This window is where rules are
entered Press Enter
PROIV will assign a Logic ID
Number chronologically as you
build. You may prefer to change
these according to the order of
logic in your function

For speedy evaluation purposes,
here are the rules we have
devised for the N+7 Generator:

Control Cycle Entry Rules:

//Text is received from the global parameter $RecievedText
// initialise temporary variables
#ReceivedTextLength = LEN($ReceivedText)
#startpositon = 0
#nextspace = 0
//Read individual words from the paragraph to find the nouns
for #loop = 1 to #ReceivedTextLength
#nextspace = index($ReceivedText,' ')
if #nextspace = 0 then loopexit;
$word = $ReceivedText(#startpositon,#nextspace -1)
//Providing a word is found go check if this is a noun
$NounFound = 'N'
if($word # '') then
lscall('CheckNounDictionary')
endif
if $NounFound = 'Y' then
lscall('Find7thNoun')
endif
//Build return text by appending the word
if $ReturnText = '' then
$ReturnText = $word
else
$ReturnText = $ReturnText + ' ' + $word
endif
$ReceivedText = $ReceivedText(#nextspace + 1, #ReceivedTextLength)
endfor
//Return updated information to using parameter $ReturnText

Once you have pasted in the rules you
will be prompted for Variable Lengths
Click Auto-Define and PROIV will
assign the max default length for
these types of variable.
Variables beginning with
# are Numeric
$ are Alpha String Variables
In the case of
$ReceivedText
$ReturnText
Double click and change the character
limit to 250
If you want yours to be used for
Twitter, for example – change it to 140
Click OK to return to the Entry Logic
window

Now you have the Entry Logic window
for your Control Cycle open.
You will notice that next to the logic
there are some red error symbols
This is because the reference for
'CheckNounDictionary' and
'Find7thNoun' are missing

We will go on to build cycles with
these names that will contain the
rules to Check the Dictionary for
Nouns, and Find the 7th next Noun.
Click Save
When prompted to edit the
logic errors, Click No

Add a New Cycle
'CheckNounDictionary'
Begin with the main screen in the
Events view.
Select the ControlCycle
Then; Click the Add
icon near the top right corner

The Object Type we want is
OneTime Update Cycle
Click Insert Below
Name your Cycle:
CheckNounDictionary
by double clicking on the cycle
name to the right and
selecting the Reference Tab
To Check the Dictionary for Nouns
we need to add a File Read.
Now we will add a file read…

Add a File Read
'Noun'
To Check the Dictionary for Nouns
we need to add a File Read:
Go to the File tab at the top left of
the window Type Noun into Partial Filename,
press Enter and select the Noun
file that we created earlier.
Now Insert Below
and click OK to return to the main
screen.

The CheckNounDictionary Cycle
will now be underneath the
ControlCycle.
Alongside the File Read, ‘Noun’,
there will be several Event Points
available to enter logic

When PROIV calls
CheckNounDictionary, it should
read the Noun table for the word it
is processing:
As in Step One, select the Event
Point for ‘Entry to the Cycle’

CheckNounDictionary Entry Rules:
// set file variable Noun to the value of
//the word to be checked
$NounFound = 'N'
Noun = $word
Click Save

Select the Event Point under the
After Read column.

CheckNounDictionary
After Read Rule:
$NounFound = 'Y'

If the Noun is found PROIV will need
to replace it. This is the purpose of the
cycle Find7thNoun.

Add a New Cycle
'Find7thNoun'
This process begins exactly as with
the CheckNounDictionary Cycle.
Click on the previous cycle and then,
Add New

Because 7 values will have to be
counted and read in this process:
Select
ManyTime Update Cycle
and
Insert Below
When this appears under Object
Type on the right, name this
Cycle: Find7thNoun
(p.3)
This Cycle will also need to read
the Noun file.
See Step Seven
Add a File Read
Click OK to return to the main
screen.

Find7thNoun will now be the
bottom cycle in your list
Click on the Entry Point to
Find7thNoun
Find7thNoun Entry Rules:
//initialise counter for checking
//number of nouns read.
#NounsProcessed = 0
//start reading the file from the
//current word
Noun = $word
Default lengths of 12 are fine.
Click Save

Alternative Rule Entry:
When this Cycle is launched it should count 7 words
onward from the noun it has identified
Double click on Noun

This window displaying the various Event Points with
a written description will appear
Click on the Paper Icon for After
Read

Find7thNoun After Read Rules:
//don't count the first record as this will be the verb
//we wish to change
if Noun = $word then dsel exit;
#NounsProcessed += 1
//update $word for each record read. This ensures
//that when there are less than 7 noun available
//a change will still be seen.
$word = Noun
//when #NounsProcessed = 7 we can stop reading
//the file and return to the calling logic
if #NounsProcessed = 7 then lsexit;

Click OK for the Variable Definition
And Save the rules for this Cycle

Congratulations!
You have now completed the process to create a simple function.
PROIV provides test screens to prototype your project, so let’s see
if it works:

You are now in the Structure view of the
function
Click on your Function Header
Lab1N7
Ensure you are in the Parameter View
Fill in the following fields:

Pressing Enter will take you to the next field, if you add an extra line by mistake
just press esc.

Click OK

Press Build and Execute at the top right
to view your Test Window
Type something in,
and see how it goes:

How did it go?
Get in touch via the Homepage contact form, or email proiv@ngahr.com

